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PPC/ GI Poll: 
57.9% Support The Geneva Accord As A Basis For A Political Settlement 

79% Support The PNA Demand To Resume Final Status Talks With Israel  

80.3% Support Tough Measures By The PNA Against Armed Anarchy. 
 

RAMALLAH. – A poll conducted by the Palestinian Peace Coalition/ Geneva Initiative showed 

that 65.6% of the Palestinians believe that the Palestinian-Israeli conflict can be resolved by 

political means as opposed to 24.7% who said they believe the conflict can be solved through 

military means. Moreover, 79% of the respondents said they support the Palestinian National 

Authority call for immediate resumption of the final status negotiations with Israel despite the 

fact that 86.6% of the Palestinians believe a peace agreement is unlikely to be reached with an 

Israeli government under Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. 

 

The poll, conducted throughout November by Alpha International, a polling firm in Ramallah, 

covered a random selection of 1,490 Palestinians in the West Bank, East Jerusalem and the Gaza 

Strip. According to Elias Zananiri, Executive Director of the Palestinian Peace Coalition/ Geneva 

Initiative, the poll concentrated on matters of maximum interest for the average Palestinian, 

including the chances of reaching a political settlement in light of the current developments and 

amid a series of measures and actions on the ground that Israel is taking, complicating the 

achievement of a political solution, if not making it impossible. 

 

Zananiri said that the general trend within the Palestinian public strongly supports the stands 

taken by the PNA with regard to confronting the armed anarchy in the PA areas. He added that 

the outcome of the poll undermines Israel’s allegations that no partners exist on the Palestinian 

side. Furthermore, he added, the poll confirms that the Palestinian Authority, leadership and 

people long for a just political settlement and that the real problem is on the Israeli side where the 

government of Mr. Sharon continues with its unilateral policy that leads only to further 

destruction and violence. 

 

Asked about the Geneva Accord, 57.3% of the respondents said that after reviewing the articles 

of the Geneva Accord, they would accept the Accord as a basis for a political settlement while 

36.5% were opposed.  A similar percentage of Palestinians (57.9%) said they would accept the 



Geneva Accord as a basis for a political settlement should the PNA endorse it officially. 

However, when a similar question was asked on Israel’s adoption of the Geneva Accord, the 

response was only 32.5% of the Palestinian said they would accept it. As such they were 

reflecting the lack of confidence Palestinians have in the attitudes of the Israeli government which 

declares one thing and imposes facts on the ground that totally contradict its declarations. The 

poll showed that only 3.4% of the Palestinians read carefully and fully the Geneva Accord while 

1.7% said they have some knowledge of the Accord and 45.6% said they heard bits of pieces 

about the Accord. Asked if a list is formed adopting all the Geneva Accord as a basis for reaching 

a political settlement, 54.8% said they would vote for such a list while 44.6% said they would 

neither support nor vote for this list. 

 

The poll dealt with a cluster of issues that form the basis of daily interest of average Palestinians 

ahead of the general elections in Palestine later in January and in Israel towards the end of March. 

The poll showed that 40.1% of the Palestinians believe that Abu Mazen’s election last January as 

president of the PNA brought peace and security while 58.4% were opposed. 

 

With regard to the Palestinian security apparatuses’ performance, 29.1% said they were satisfied 

with the performance believing that those apparatuses were doing their job as expected while 

30.9% said they were somehow satisfied and 39.9% said they were not. The poll showed that 

80.3% of the respondents support the PNA in taking tough measures to end the armed anarchy 

while 11% said they were against. Answering a question on what kind of security is most 

important to the Palestinians, 51.7% said it is the political security while 26.3 defined economic 

security as most important and 22% said it was the social security (daily life security.) When 

asked what was the worst in their eyes, 56.2% said it was the Israeli occupation, followed by 

armed anarchy (22.4%) and unemployment (21.4%.) 

 

When asked to address the continuing Palestinian-Israeli showdown, 84.3% of the Palestinians 

said they support the cessation of targeting civilians on both sides while 13.1% were against. In 

response to specific questions, 31% said suicide bombings against Israeli civilians were a 

legitimate and necessary act, 2.2% said they were acts of terror that should be condemned at all 

levels while 36% said they were counterproductive attacks that do not serve the supreme interest 

of the Palestinian people and 30.8% said those attacks were legitimate but their timing was bad. 

 

With regard to continued armed attacks against Israeli soldiers, the poll showed that 70.9% 

believe such attacks to be legitimate and necessary. Only 0.6% saw in those attacks as an act of 

terror that should be condemned at all levels and 12.9% said such attacks were counterproductive 

and do not serve the supreme interest of the Palestinian people. 15.7% said such attacks were 

legitimate but their timing was bad. 

 

When asked on the truce that was reached in Cairo between the PNA and the various Palestinian 

factions, 88.9% said they support that all Palestinian factions remain committed to the truce and 

11% said they were opposed. 88.6% of the Palestinians said the truce should be applied to all the 

Palestinian territories while 12.2% said the truce should be applied only to the Gaza Strip. 

 

Of the respondents, 87.1% said they support solving the question of Palestinian fugitives or those 

wanted by Israel through their absorption in the Palestinian civil and security apparatuses while 

12.9% were against. 

 

Asked to arrange a list of various Palestinian factions according to their popularity, FATAH 

gained 43.4%, Hamas 19.9%, independent figures 7.2%, PFLP 3%, Islamic Jihad 2.7%, People’s 

Party 0.8%, DFLP 0.6%, Palestinian Initiative (Mustafa Barghouthi) 0.6%, Tahrir (Islamic 



fundamentalist) Party 0.3%, Popular Struggle Front 0.2% Arab Liberation Front 0.1%, Palestinian 

Liberation Front 0.1% and others 0.9%. 

 

Asked whom would they vote for were elections held on that day, the results were as follows: 

FATAH 43.2%, Hamas 20.4%, independent figures 7.4%, PFLP 2.8%, Islamic Jihad 2.1%, while 

all the following could not get up to 1% including the People’s Party, DFLP, Popular Struggle 

Front, Palestinian Liberation Front, Tahrir Islamic party. The poll was conducted long before the 

Third Way of former PNA finance minister was formed. As such, the Third Way was not 

included in the list. 

 

When asked if they had registered for the upcoming elections as eligible voters, 82.2 % said they 

did while 17.8% said they did not register. 
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